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LANTIME M-Series
The Independent Source of Time for Your Network

Nowadays, precision time and date data play a critical role in many industries. Distri-
bution of correct time becomes more and more important for proper process regula-
tion in complex manufacturing facilities. To meet these demands, Meinberg developed 
the LANTIME M-Series of NTP time servers.

LANTIME time servers synchronize systems which support either NTP or SNTP and are suitable for 
almost any application. You can individually configure the time servers to meet your network’s 
requirements by choosing between different form factors, power supply options, reference time 
sources or additional interfaces or outputs.
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LANTIME M150
The LANTIME M150 Time Server is a cost-effective solution for industrial applications such as utility 
substations, process control and automation systems. 

It utilizes a GPS, GNSS or DCF77 reference clock and features a highly stable TCXO internal oscillator 
to maintain timing accuracy during periods of interference or temporary loss of synchronization. 
This Time Server is equipped with a wide-range power supply that can operate from 90–265 V AC or 
90–250 V DC, with the option for a 20–60 V DC supply.

> LANTIME M150 Product Website

LANTIME M250
The LANTIME M250 is a compact desktop time server that provides reliable, accurate time to small 
and medium-sized computer networks. It features an LC-Display on the front panel for displaying 
the time and operational status messages, as well as eight push buttons for easy configuration. 

Like all LANTIME devices, the LANTIME M250 can be synchronized with various reference clocks. The 
1U chassis is perfect for situations where a full-featured time server is needed in a compact form 
factor. An optional rackmount kit is available for mounting the LANTIME M250 in a standard 19“ rack.

> LANTIME M250 Product Website

LANTIME M320
The LANTIME M320 is a highly customizable network time server that can be tailored to meet your 
specific needs. Like the LANTIME M250 it features an LC-Display on the front panel and eight push 
buttons for easy configuration.

It comes with two independent 10/100 MBit Ethernet interfaces as standard. Its modular architec-
ture allows it to be equipped with a variety of reference time sources, including GPS, Galileo, BeiDou, 
GLONASS, DCF77, IRIG/AFNOR Time Codes, or an MRS version that can synchronize to a combination 
of different input signals with user-selectable priority and switchover time.

> LANTIME M320 Product Website

https://www.meinbergglobal.com/english/products/lantime-m150.htm
https://www.meinbergglobal.com/english/products/lantime-m250.htm
https://www.meinbergglobal.com/english/products/lantime-m320.htm
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LANTIME M450
The LANTIME M450 is designed by Meinberg to offer superior NTP server performance in an industri-
al environment with a robust rail-mounted chassis. Constructed to order with a selection of signal 
receivers to enable you to synchronize your server to the remote timing signal that you trust most, 
the LANTIME M450 servers can be built to support timing signals from any of the main satellite 
navigation systems in operation (GPS, Galileo, BeiDou, GLONASS), from a long-wave timing signal 
radio service (DCF77), or from an external time code generator.

> LANTIME M450 Product Website

NTP and  
Management Module

System CPU Intel® Atom™ Processor E Series (2 Cores, 1.33GHz, TDP 3W)

Memory
Main Memory: onboard 2 GB 
Cache Memory: 1MB 2nd Level Cache

Operating System Custom LANTIME OS based on Linux 4.x LTS Kernel

NTP
NTP v2 (RFC 1119), NTP v3 (RFC 1305), NTP v4 (RFC 5905)  
SNTP v3 (RFC 1769), SNTP v4 (RFC 4330) 
MD5 / SHA-1 Authentication and Autokey Key Management

NTP Req/Sec
Up to 15,000 NTP requests/second (LANTIME M320) 
Up to 25,000 NTP requests/second (LANTIME M150, M250, M450)

SNMP
SNMPv1 (RFC 1157),  
SNMPv2c (RFC 1901-1908),  
SNMP v3 (RFC 3411-3418)

Internet Protocols IPv4, IPv6

Auto-Configuration
IPv4: Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol - DHCP (RFC 2131)  
IPv6: Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol - DHCPv6 (RFC 3315) 
and Autoconfiguration Networking - AUTOCONF (RFC 2462)

Layer 4 Protocols TCP, UDP

Layer 7 Protocols Telnet, FTP, SSH (including SFTP, SCP), HTTP, HTTPS, syslog, SNMP

https://www.meinbergglobal.com/english/products/lantime-m450.htm
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Receiver Types

GPS Receiver
12-channel L1 C/A code receiver for reception of signals from the 
GPS satellite constellation

GNS Receiver
72-channel receiver for reception of signals from the GPS (L1),  
Galileo (E1 B/C), BeiDou (B1I), and GLONASS (L1OF) satellite  
constellations

GNS-UC Receiver
72-channel receiver for reception of signals from the  
GPS (L1 C/A code) and Galileo (E1 B/C) satellite constellations

GNM Receiver
184-channel multi-band receiver for receptionof signals from the 
GPS (L1 C/A and L2 bands), Galileo (E1-B/C and E5b bands), BeiDou 
(B1I and B2I bands), and GLONASS (L1OF and L2OF bands)

TCR Receiver
Time code receiver for reception of DC level shift (pulse-width mod-
ulated) or AM (amplitude-modulated) time code signals in a wide 
variety of standardized formats

PZF Receiver
Receiver with quadrature demodulator for reception of signals from 
the DCF77 long-wave transmitter in Mainflingen, Germany

Please note that not every oscillator is 
available for every LANTIME system. 

Our comparison table provides more infor-
mation on available options.

To achieve full holdover performance, the 
system must have been synchronized for 
24 hours prior. 
 
For detailed specifications, please visit: 
www.mbg.link/osc

Oscillator Options
All LANTIME time servers are equipped with a standard “TCXO” (temperature-controlled crystal 
oscillator) that provides reliable holdover performance in the event that the server loses synchroni-
zation with its upstream reference. 

Upon request, the device can also be shipped with a more advanced holdover solution. The avail-
able options and their performance metrics are listed below.

Type Holdover Performance (1 Day) Holdover Performance (1 Year)

TCXO ±4.3 msec ±16 sec

OCXO LQ ±865 μsec ±6.3 sec

OCXO SQ ±220 μsec ±4.7 sec

OCXO MQ ±65 μsec ±1.6 sec

OCXO HQ ±22 μsec ±788 msec

OCXO DHQ ±4.5 μsec ±158 msec

Please note that not every receiver is avail-
able for every LANTIME system. 

Our comparison table provides more infor-
mation on available options.

http://www.mbg.link/osc
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LANTIME OS
All LANTIME devices are equipped with Meinberg’s custom Linux-based LANTIME OS, which is a slim and secure operating 
system designed specifically for time servers. It provides access to a wide range of security, network, and monitoring features, 
making it an ideal enterprise-grade synchronization appliance. 

LANTIME OS also offers a user-friendly Web UI for configuration and monitoring, as well as a command line interface for 
advanced users. The device’s REST API and SNMP support enable integration with existing network management systems.

Main Menu

NTP Settings

Monitoring Features

Clock Settings
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Comparison Table
LANTIME M150 LANTIME M250 LANTIME M320 LANTIME M450

Form Factor DIN/TS35 Rail-Mount Desktop/Rack-Mount (1U) Rack-Mount (1U) DIN/TS35 Rail-Mount

CPU Performance

NTP Request per Second up to 25,000 up to 25,000 up to 15,000 up to 25,000

Network Interfaces

Ethernet 10/100 Mbit 2 (… 6)

Ethernet 10/100/1000 Mbit 1 1 (1 … 3) 2 (… 5)

Configuration Interfaces

Serial Terminal Interface (USB) ■ ■ ■ ■

Front Panel Display ■ ■ ■

Receiver Types

GPS ■ ■ ■ ■

GNS ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

GNS-UC ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

GNM ☐ ☐

PZF ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

TCR ☐ ☐

External Reference Source

NTP, Serial Time String, 1PPS – RDT ☐

IRIG-B (AM, DCLS) – TCR ☐ ☐

Multi-Reference Source (MRS)

IRIG-B (AM, DCLS) ☐ ☐

NTP ☐ ☐

1PPS ☐ ☐

10 MHz ☐ ☐

2.048 MHz ☐

Outputs

Serial Time String ■ ■

Time Sync Error ■ ■

1PPS ■ ■

10 MHz ■ ■

PPM, PPH ☐ ☐

Frequency Synthesizer ☐ ☐

IRIG-B (modulated, DCLS) ☐ ☐

DCF77 Simulation ☐ ☐

Power Supplies

AC/DC: 100–240 V AC (50–60 Hz), 100–200 V DC ■ ■ ■ ■

Low DC: 20–60 V DC (rated), 48 V (nominal) ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

Redundant Power Supplies ☐ ☐

Oscillators

TCXO ■ ■ ■ ■

OCXO LQ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

OCXO SQ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

OCXO MQ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

OCXO HQ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

OCXO DHQ ☐ ☐ ☐

Standard Configuration: ■
Selectable Option: ☐, (…)
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International
sales@meinberg.de

+49 5281 9309-0

Meinberg Funkuhren GmbH & Co. KG 
Lange Wand 9 
31812 Bad Pyrmont, Germany

United States of America
sales@meinberg-usa.com

+1-877-PTP-1588

Meinberg USA Inc. 
100 Stony Point Road Suite 110 
Santa Rosa, CA 95401, USA

Get in Touch
Our Sales Team will be glad to assist you.

The Synchronization Experts.
A foremost innovator of the synchronization industry with longstanding roots in Bad Pyrmont, 
Germany, Meinberg is a family-owned company with over four decades of world-leading exper-
tise in developing and manufacturing a range of high-end synchronization technology, including 
high-end PTP & NTP servers, receiver technology for satellite & radio synchronization signals, time 
code generators & readers, and an array of related accessories such as antennas, converters, and 
signal distribution systems.

With the Meinberg family of companies also encompassing our subsidiary Meinberg USA Inc. in 
Santa Rosa, California and embedded systems specialist Oregano Systems in Vienna, Austria, as 
well as a robust network of distribution & service partners in over 40 countries around the world, 
Meinberg’s quality and expertise is never far away.

Web
www.meinbergglobal.com 
www.meinberg-usa.com 
www.oreganosystems.at
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